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(Draft) UMRA Board Meeting Minutes
Monday, March 22, 2021 11:00 a.m.
Zoom call-in
Present: John Anderson, John Bantle, Frank Cerra, Will Craig, Bill Donohue,
Vern Cardwell, Gary Engstrand, Cathy Lee Gierke, Cherie Hamilton, Greg
Hestness, Eric Hockert, Jean Kinsey, Ron Matross, Jan McCulloch, Jan Morlock,
Kris Mortensen, Claudia Parliament, Chip Peterson, Donna Peterson, Barbara
Shiels, KaiMay Terry, Cathrine Wambach, Gloria Williams
1. Anecdotes
Frank convened the meeting at 11:00 and began by urging Board members
to read the memo from the Campus Club. The Club is losing the University
subsidy; UMRA isn't going to lobby for money for the Club but it would be helpful
if Board members would send answers to the three questions to Mary Ford at
fordx045@umn.edu. She, Jerry, and Chip will draft a response for the nest UMRA
EC meeting.
2. Review/approval of February Board Minutes
After corrections were noted by Gloria (Frank will dissolve the History
Committee and replace it with the Organizational Continuity Committee effective
July 1), the minutes were approved unanimously.
3. EC Draft Minutes
There were no questions about the draft 3/15 Executive Committee minutes.
4. Treasurer's Report
Greg reported that the February 1 balance was $24,192. The only expenses
were $1,095 for the newsletter and the only revenue was $1,000 from the Bakken
Sponsorship. In the future he will use only revenues and expenses in the monthly
reports; March marks the end of the third quarter, so there will be a quarterly report
as well as a monthly report (which he will provide as separate reports in order to
avoid confusion).
The Board voted unanimously to accept Greg's report.

5. Nominating Committee Report
Bill reviewed the report that he had provided from the Nominating
Committee. They solicited nominations and have prepared a stellar group for the
Board and President-elect. There were two open Board positions; Ron Matross has
agreed to be nominated to serve as President-elect, Greg for Treasurer, Gary for
Secretary, and Laura Koch and Diane Young for the Board for 2021-24 terms.
John Bantle has agreed to fill the remainder of Ron's term on the Board and
KaiMay has agreed to be nominated for a second three-year term.
One issue arose, Bill reported. There were more good candidates than there
were positions, which is the first time in a long time that that has happened. The
Nominating Committee discussed whether to have contested elections; it decided
that its job is to nominate and the bylaws allow for nominations from the floor
(with the consent of the nominee). Bill said he has not seen any such nominations
in his three years of involvement. The Executive Committee appeared to favor
nominating one person for each position. This is a matter the Board can discuss,
Bill said, and he noted that the membership of the Nominating Committee turns
over each year, so the Board may wish to provide guidance for the future.
In response to a question from Jan McCulloch, Bill affirmed that this is the
first time in memory that there have been more qualified candidates than positions.
Usually they have to recruit people to fill positions and are not faced with an
excess of candidates. Jan suggested waiting until there is a recurring problem of an
excess of candidates before deciding on whether to have contested elections. Jan
Morlock added that part of the reason for the surfeit of candidates was that the
Nominating Committee members identified a number of good candidates. Bill
agreed that it is unlikely to be a common problem—and if it turns out to be one,
the practices can be changed.
Barbara, who served on the Nominating Committee, agreed with Jan
McCulloch and Bill that there should not be contested elections. One Committee
member strongly favored them, arguing that that is what is done in a democracy
and in professional societies. Barbara said she had been in a professional society
her entire career; that group nominated one person per position. If there is a
contested election, the loser might not want to participate in UMRA in the future;
single nominees will lead to fewer hard feelings. If there are good candidates, pass
their names to the next Nominating Committee.
Board members expressed thanks to the members of the Nominating
Committee.
6. May Agenda

Frank had circulated a draft agenda for the May Forum and Annual Meeting.
It will be a Zoom meeting with voting and the draft agenda has the Zoom polling
questions. If there are nominations from the floor, it will be necessary to vote on
each position to decide if a candidate will be accepted.
Kris said that she and Virgil can make this happen. Last year the Board
called for nominations before the meeting; Frank could do that again and set a
deadline. If there are nominees, they can be added to the polling questions. Frank
observed that someone could still nominate from the floor, and he will need to say
in the next newsletter that if someone nominates a candidate, that person must
agree to be nominated—that is key.
Also key, Kris added, is that everyone should register for the meeting in
order that they can vote. If a couple is attending, they need to register separately.
Frank recalled that two "yes" votes had been allowed in the past. Kris said that they
can "test drive" the polling by trying it out with the Board at its April meeting.
Bill noted that the bylaws provide for nominations from the floor—and that
provision should be followed.
Further discussion followed on how voting would take place if there is a
contested election. The process will be worked out if that situation comes to pass.
Kris clarified that the Board meeting will take place on May 24 at 11:00 and
the Annual Meeting/Forum will be at noon on May 25. It was agreed that 30
minutes of the May 25 meeting should be set aside for the elections and bylaw
amendments, although, as Bill pointed out, usually the elections are by acclamation
and the bylaw amendments received overwhelming support in electronic voting, so
those items of business may take only 10 minutes. Given that sufficient time
should be allowed for Regent Powell to give a talk and then have a Q&A session,
the Forum/Annual Meeting should be scheduled for 90 minutes.
7. Summer Programming
Jan Morlock began by saying she was not asking for any Board action at this
time. First, the Program Committee deliberated about ideas for summer and
decided to aim for one program per month, with two of them virtual, "with at least
one program to be in the zoom meeting (rather than webinar) format to include a
content presentation followed by breakouts for members to discuss and interact."
This format has worked well for the new-member events so should work for this as
well.
The Committee is also considering the possibility of an outdoor event,
probably in August, subject to prevailing public health standards and other
considerations. A subgroup of the Committee will consider the options and make a
report in April.

Second, the Committee has been thinking about post-COVID events and
would like to do a survey of the membership to find out how people are feeling
about returning to in-person meetings. "UMRA may wish to keep some of its
programs virtual, for engaging members who are out of the region or who may not
be inclined or able to attend events on campus. This might include, for example,
offering at least January and February programs online, while weather makes
attending meetings more difficult, and while members may be traveling out of the
region. Or in-person, all-member meetings may be less often than monthly, and
mixed on the calendar with virtual programs."
Third, the Program Committee concurs with the recommendation to merge
the Program and Workshop Committees. The committee chairs agree and suggest
that Frank merge them effective for next year.
Jan McCulloch asked if it would be possible, as part of a summer program,
for representatives from each of the interest groups to present highlights of the
year. Even if one has been an UMRA member for a long time, they may forget
what the various groups do. Jan Morlock said it a great idea; Chip suggested it
would be more advantageous to have the reports in the fall when UMRA is
recruiting members. People may not be as involved during the summer, especially
with the end of the pandemic.
8. Committee Reports
8a.

Program: Jan already reported.

8b. Workshops: Ron reported on discussion with University Archivist Eric
Moore and noted it was local to the University and did not cover donations to other
organizations. The April program will be fun, about the Minneapolis "megamurder," with a National Park Ranger, that will explain the large groups of crows
that appear each year along the river.
8c. PDGR: John reported that he is still trying to constitute the committee. Bill
promised to provide contact information for Greg Fox at Duluth.
8d. Communications and Outreach: Jean reviewed the report that she had
submitted to the Board in advance of this meeting. She began with a comment
about nominations from the floor at the Annual Meeting: She does not believe
there have ever been any. It is necessary to be prepared but nothing to worry about.
(Some of the following elements of Jean's oral report are cribbed from her
written report.) Jean reviewed the accomplishments since October 2020: a
Facebook group has been established (Gary Engstrand), there has been Alumni

Association and other outreach (Will Craig), JOIE has been rejuvenated (Kris
Bettin), there have been multiple email announcements for events (Kris
Mortensen), and UMRA has developed a team with expertise to run Zoom
meetings (Virgil Larsen, John Anderson, and Cathy Gierke).
Jean said the transition to Drupal 9 will be the optimum time to make any
desired website design changes. There are some UMRA members with Drupal
experience who may be willing to help with this transition.
Communications Committee members will review sections of the website in
March in order to give Cathy feedback on any discrepancies they find or
suggestions for improvement. Cathy observed that the intent is simply to make sure
the website is working, not to propose design changes.
Jean said that her Committee recommends that UMRA events be posted on
the Facebook group page with a link to the website for registration. A person who
might be responsible for these postings (and their removal after the date is passed)
will be needed.
The Communications Committee suggests quarterly new-member
receptions; there will be another one in April. With respect to the survey of
interests among new members, they advise differentiating between interest in
attending monthly forums and workshops and planning monthly forums and
workshops.
Jean reported that Kris suggested sending a printed copy of the newsletter to
all new UMRA members for the first year they are members. The Committee
endorsed that plan.
The Committee agreed with Jan's recommendations for summer programs,
some virtual, some in person. They also suggested that programs not be livestreamed because that could cannibalize in-person attendance. Zoom remains a
good way for committees to meet.
An item not in her report, Jean said, was an email from Frank asking that the
Communications Committee discuss the financial support UMRA should plan on
for the newsletter, JOIE, and web activities. They will develop recommendations.
Frank emphasized he was interested in the policy issues; there is a list of questions
that will lead to policy in this area.
Jan Morlock said, apropos of post-COVID events, that there was some
sentiment at the Program Committee to continue providing some events virtually
(such as in January and February, when many are out of the region or may be
unwilling to travel to the Campus Club because of winter travel difficulties). That
question need not be resolved now but the Board will want to consider it in the
future; the Program Committee will bring recommendations. Jean agreed and
added that communications will need to be clear about which format will be used
for each event.

Ron suggested these are issues that can be included in the membership
survey (such as asking about January and February events).
Jan McCulloch asked if Board members had any sense of the extent to which
people want to come to events but face problems in terms of transportation to the
site. Understanding that problem could help determine whether or not all events
have a Zoom component for those who cannot attend but want to stay active. Ron
and Frank agreed this was an excellent question for the survey. Donna recalled that
when she was president, it was clear that some members had difficulty getting
from the parking ramp to the Campus Club, or with driving in. All of us will be in
that position someday, she said, and this is an important issue. She agreed that
there should continue to be a Zoom component for those in need.
8e. Social Activity and Travel: Cherie reported they have advertised Road
Scholar 5-day events; a few UMRA members thought the events were well done
but that the $499 price was excessive. She contacted Road Scholar and mentioned
that Rick Steves has good programs that are free. She had the same reaction from
AROHE. Road Scholar has agreed to try an experiment: They will offer a special
interest tour to Portugal for $299 for five days. So there will be a lower cost for
those who cannot travel and it will provide background for those going on the
actual tour later this year. She said she will continue to work with Road Scholar to
try to reduce the cost of other virtual tours.
8f. Membership: John reported that there was a good turnout at the February
new-member event and people enjoyed it. With the University's early-retirement
incentive, there were 510 new retirees invited to UMRA membership in January,
so there was a surge in new members. In response to the Communications
Committee recommendation, there will be another new-member event in April.
They also concluded that hour-long breakout rooms were too long, so they plan on
two 30-minute breakout rooms in order to let people meet more new members.
Frank asked what the total UMRA membership is now; John said the listserv
has nearly 700 names.
Kris reported on a conversation about UMRA with a former colleague who
has joined UMRA, who said "not yet" to UMRA participation. Kris suggested
reaching out to retirees again, perhaps six months after they have retired. John said
they can do that.
8g. BOR Liaison: Frank reported that Jerry was unavailable for the meeting; he
had submitted a report to the Board.

8h. URVC: Eric reported that participation rate continues to increase, 350% in
hours and 300% in the number of volunteers over the same period in 2020. The
numbers remain below the 5-year average, however, but he expects they will
increase over time. He provided highlights from the written report he had provided
to the Board.
9. Other: Apropos of post-COVID programming, Chip asked (as a small nonrepresentative sample) how many Board members were vaccinated; most had been
and the remainder had had the first of two shots.
Bill reported that four new regents had been elected:
- Kodi VerHalen, 6th district
- Dr. Ruth Johnson, 1st district
- Doug Huebsch, 7th district
- James Farnsworth, 4th district
Bill said he will work with Jan Morlock to invite the new regents to meet with
UMRA members, which was also done with the last group of new regents.
Cathy said she would help people put events on the UMRA Facebook group;
there is a new feature on Facebook that provides for posting events and which
removes the post once the date is past. Jan Morlock said it needs to be clear that
people need to go to the UMRA site to actually register for events; she said she
would work with Cathy to make sure the posts are clear.
Frank adjourned the meeting at 12:10.
-- Gary Engstrand

UMRA
Q3 FINANCIAL REPORT
1/1/21
$6,972
10,243
5,911
$23,126

Savings Account
Savings Certificate
Checking Account
Total Checking and Savings

REVENUE
Sponsorship-UMF & Bakken
Membership
Total Revenue

$1,500
$3,035
$4,535

EXPENSES
Newsletter
Editing and Production
Printing & Mailing
Total Newsletter

$2,700
849
$3,549

Annual Ins. Premium
TOTAL EXPENSE
GAIN/(LOSS)

3/31/2021
$6,972
10,243
5,618
$22,833

$855 (Cincinnati Insurance)
$4,404
$131

Checking balanced as of 4/1/2021
Annual Insurance Premium and late Printing Services Bill were added costs.

Greg Hestness, Treasurer

Format Guidelines for UMRA Documents

Although UMRA has no prescribed document template, documents (including drafts or informal
communications) should include most or all of the following information:
Date (all documents)
To: Intended audience (not necessarily relevant for all documents, but often essential)
From: Authorship (makes sense to note for most documents, although there are
exceptions such as a revision of the Bylaws)
Re: Title or subject line (all documents)
Whether it is in draft or final version
For minutes, whether “Pending Approval” or “Approved.”
Other contextual information when needed to make the document meaningful to the
uninitiated reader or to a future historian.
A helpful rule of thumb is to ask whether a document would make sense to someone in the
future who runs across it in some odd location. If not, add information as needed.

Policy approved by UMRA Board of Directors, 10/26/2020

Appendix: A Sample Document Format
The following incorporates all recommended information for UMRA documents. Please include
whatever seems pertinent to your document. This template is optional. It is simply one sample
format that conforms to the Format Guidelines. Feel free to save and use as you wish.
-----------------University of Minnesota Retirees Association (UMRA)
DATE:
TO:
FROM:
RE: [Title or brief subject description goes here; if draft, so indicate]

[The body of your memo goes here. If appropriate, include an introductory paragraph providing
contextual or background information to let readers know how this idea originated or what
problem it is addressing.]

UMRA
March 2021 FINANCIAL REPORT

2/1/21
$6,972
10,243
6,977
$24,393

Savings Account
Savings Certificate
Checking Account
Total Checking and Savings

3/1/2021
$6,972
10,243
5,618
$22,833

REVENUE
Sponsorship-UMF
Membership
Total Revenue

$500
$380
$880

EXPENSES
Newsletter
Editing and Production
Printing & Mailing
Total Newsletter

$900
484 (includes late Feb. Printing Services invoice)
$1,384

Annual Ins. Premium
TOTAL EXPENSE
GAIN/(LOSS)

$855 (Cincinnati Insurance)
$2,239
($1,359)

Checking balanced as of 4/1/2021
Annual Insurance Premium and late Printing Services Bill were added costs.

Greg Hestness, Treasurer

April 19, 2021
TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:

UMRA Executive Committee
Jan Morlock, Program Committee Chair
UMRA Programs Update

UMRA all-member programs (UMRA A.M., workshops, noon forum) through the remainder of
2021 are identified, with speakers to be confirmed for a few of the dates in the Fall. See the
program planning worksheet HERE for details.
A Program Committee task force of Ron Matross, Cherie Hamilton, Barbara Shiels, Bill
Donohue and Jan Morlock is working on programs for the summer months. At present, we are
anticipating:
● June date TBD, a program in Zoom webinar format, speaker to be confirmed.
● July date TBD, a workshop on human/animal interactions to include presentation and
member participation in breakout rooms. We will be recruiting UMRA members to serve
as conversation facilitators for what we hope will be numerous breakout rooms for this
event.
● August date TBD, an in-person social get-together at a central location in the Twin Cities
to include picnic lunch and mixing activities.
These events will be promoted to members via the email list serve, the UMRA Facebook group,
and the website.

UMRA Response to Question 1
1. How does the CC contribute to UMRA’s efforts to accomplish the
University’s mission and vision?
UMRA itself is an outgrowth of the Campus Club. In 1976 a group of
faculty nearing retirement realized they wanted to continue to meet regularly
for lunch and to maintain their ties with each other and to the University.
The Campus Club Board of Directors supported these efforts and in 1977
agreed to host a number of on campus events for retirees “to remind [them]
of the pleasant associations enjoyed while on active duty” (UMRA History
1976-1983).
Now, with over 600 active members, UMRA depends on the Campus Club
as an accessible, convenient, moderately priced venue for hosting its
monthly meetings, luncheons and special events. In 2017 UMRA explored
alternative venues for its events, and survey results indicated overwhelming
support for remaining at the Campus Club. We believe that Campus Club
based events sustain retirees’ engagement with the University and contribute
significantly to UMRA members support of the University over the years.
One form of this support is UM Foundation’s report that since the beginning
of the “Discover” campaign in 2012, UMRA members have donated or
pledged over $28M to the University.
When the Corona pandemic abates, UMRA hopes to restart these events.
UMRA Response to Question 2
2. What elements of the CC are important to maintain as the club
considers a new business model?
The West Wing venue provides a wonderful ambience for our monthly luncheons.
We have not been able to identify an alternative on-campus venue with comparable
food service and flexibility--allowing either sit down, plated meals, smorgasbord
buffets, or individual line services for members attending committee meetings etc.

Campus Club staff have been very helpful in planning and implementing events,
from regular speaker presentations to annual gala celebrations and special musical
presentations.
We know that cost of UMRA luncheons affects turnout, and we hope solutions can
be found that will permit us to resume holding our monthly events in the West
Wing as we did before the Covid-forced shutdown. Whatever the future
configuration/management of the 4th floor of Coffman Union, a reservable venue
with food service in the West Wing is essential to UMRA.

UMRA Response to Question 3
3. What new or missing services could the CC provide that would further assist
UMRA in meeting its goals?
These ideas may require investments or foregone income, but could in the long
have positive financial impacts:
On and off campus catering
Improved sound system that supports WiFi broadcasting and Zoom applications
Special joint events for UMRA/CC members
Innovative incentive benefits for UMRA members
Additional Comments:
The new business model may need to raise prices in one or more areas. Hopefully
the pricing will be competitive with other potential venues and special discounts
will be given for repetitive users.
Alternative ideas:
Become a 401c3 (see Robert Bruininks message to Ann Holt)
Become a part of the UM Foundation
Become part of University Food/Dining Service

University of Minnesota Retirees Association (UMRA)
DATE:

April 26, 2021

TO:

UMRA Board of Directors

FROM:

Eric Hockert, Board Chair (URVC) and UMRA Board Member

RE:

Monthly Report to UMRA Board
University Retirees Volunteer Center (URVC)

1. Project Director change - Deanne Magnusson, also URVC Communications
Committee Chair and URVC Board Member, replaced Randi Lundell who
decided to pursue other retirement activities for personal reasons. Main
activities include new volunteer project development. She will also hire
and supervise a communication and outreach student worker.
2. Mentor project announced (attached below) in cooperation with Jonathan
Ravdin, Marcie Ravdin, and John Bantle. This project seeks retired faculty
to mentor undergraduate students’ research through the Office of
Undergraduate Research (OUR).
3. Reminder to UMRA Board that URVC welcomes suggestions for new UMN
volunteer projects.

A University of Minnesota Volunteer Opportunity
Introducing
Retired Faculty Mentorship Project
Office of Undergraduate Research /Undergraduate Research Scholars

One of the University of Minnesota’s current strategic goals is to enhance the research experience for
undergraduate students. The Retired Faculty Mentorship of Undergraduate Research Scholars (URS)
project is a collaborative effort between the Office of Undergraduate Research (OUR) and the University
of Minnesota Retiree Volunteer Center (URVC). Through faculty mentorship, undergraduate research
scholars gain valuable research experience, skills and connections. Faculty have the opportunity to
UMRA Board - Report on URVC activities

Eric Hockert
URVC Board Chair
4/23/21

conduct research with talented undergraduates while making a difference in the academic careers of these
students.
The University's Admissions Office offers undergraduate research scholarships to outstanding incoming
freshman applicants as an incentive to attend the University of Minnesota. The Office of Undergraduate
Research administers the URS program. Scholars must complete 120 hours of research by the end of
their second year under the mentorship of a current or retired faculty member. It has been a significant
challenge for URS students to identify faculty members who are willing to be prospective mentors. Less
than 50% of these students have been successful in securing faculty mentorship and, consequently, they
are unable to complete their scholarship award. The goal of the OUR/URS Project is to recruit University
of Minnesota retired faculty to mentor Undergraduate Research Scholars.
Description of the project: Undergraduate Research Scholars can work with a current or retired faculty
member from the University of Minnesota, including those not in their major or college. Students may
join an already established, or a new research project. By working together with a faculty research
mentor, URS students must develop and submit their own research project (which can be a subset of a
mentor’s larger project) to the Office of Undergraduate Research for review and approval. Retired faculty
experienced in working with URS students will be available to assist retired faculty mentors throughout
the process.
At the conclusion of their project, working with their faculty mentors, URS students are also required to
publicly present the completed outcome of their research. From posters at the Annual Research
Symposium, presentations to departments or publishing in peer review journals, URS students have many
opportunities to share their work.
Description of volunteer duties:
Ø Develop collaborative research project with student scholar
Ø Meet objectives of OUR/URS program
Ø Be available for continued mentorship and contact with the student scholar
Ø Support the student’s final research presentation, such as an oral presentation, journal
submission or poster presentation at the Annual Undergraduate Research Symposium
Ø Attend the URS presentation
Ø Be available for, and supportive of student’s subsequent mentorship and career
guidance such as providing letters of recommendation if requested

Volunteer mentor eligibility and training requirements:
Ø Current or previous faculty appointment at the University of Minnesota; previous
experience with advising or co-advising students or trainee research projects
UMRA Board - Report on URVC activities

Eric Hockert
URVC Board Chair
4/23/21

Ø Mentor candidates are not required to be a faculty member in the student’s specific
major or college.
Ø A mentor`s research interest should relate to a project/field that motivates the student's
involvement
Ø Graduate students are not eligible to be faculty mentors.

Dates: Spring 2021 through student completion and presentation of their research project

Project location specifics: On campus, as allowed by current University policies. Alternatively, faculty
and students can meet virtually at any time.

For more information, or to indicate your interest in mentoring
an Undergraduate Research Scholar, please contact:

Deanne Magnusson, URVC, Retired Faculty Mentorship Program; magnu002@umn.edu,
465-7381 or urvc.umn.edu

952-

or
Jonathan Ravdin, M.D., Adjunct Professor of Medicine, URS/URVC Retired Faculty Mentorship
Program; ravdi001@umn.edu; 262-327-5756

UMRA Board - Report on URVC activities

Eric Hockert
URVC Board Chair
4/23/21

